
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE NUMEROUS COMPUTER VIRUSES

The purpose of this paper is to discuss various types of computer viruses, along with their characteristics, working,
effects on the computer systems and to.

When you listen to the news, you hear about many different forms of electronic infection. Publication date: 14
September Abstract Purpose â€” The purpose of this paper is to discuss various types of computer viruses,
along with their characteristics, working, effects on the computer systems and to suggest measures for
detecting the virus infection in a computer system and to elaborate means of prevention. What About Good
Viruses? Social implications â€” The society will also benefit by attaining knowledge about the different types
of computer viruses and the measures of prevention of infection. Some old viruses, especially on the DOS
platform, make sure that the "last modified" date of a host file stays the same when the file is infected by the
virus. Findings â€” A large number of viruses were found during the study, which are causing serious damages
to computer systems. The user can then delete, or in some cases "clean" or "heal" the infected file. Trojan
horses: A Trojan horse is simply a computer program. Wifatch tell you not to trust it. This makes it far more
difficult for spam hunters to block the messages at source and catch the culprits. The copy may not be
identical to the propagating version; viruses often "morph" or change to evade detection by IT professionals
and anti-virus software. Instant messaging viruses Instant messaging IM is another means for viruses to
spread. Many email services disable HTML by default until you confirm you trust the sender. This difference
has continued partly due to the widespread use of administrator accounts in contemporary versions like
Windows XP. In this article, we will discuss viruses -- from "traditional" viruses to e-mail viruses and exploits
that could target your mobile phone -- so that you can learn how they work and understand how to protect
yourself. Many modern specimens of malevolent code, however, use a mixture of tricks to cheat their way
onto computer systems, blurring the line between worms and viruses. This self-replicating code, when
triggered by some event, may do a potentially harmful act to your computer. They are the most common type
of virus out there and the easiest to create â€” which also makes them the simplest to get rid of. Viruses
balance infection versus detection possibility. Advertisement Viruses and worms A computer virus is a
program that spreads between computers by hiding itself within a â€” seemingly innocent â€” document or
application. They mainly performed innocuous pranks, for example employing low-tech tricks to get free calls
through the US phone networks. Viruses need time to establish a beachhead, so even if they activate they often
will wait before doing so. These insidious and clandestine programs typically find their way onto a computer
system alongside another, often free, software application, although some can also exploit software bugs to get
onto a machine. See also: Timeline of notable computer viruses and worms Early academic work on
self-replicating programs[ edit ] The first academic work on the theory of self-replicating computer programs
[17] was done in by John von Neumann who gave lectures at the University of Illinois about the "Theory and
Organization of Complicated Automata ". This leaves antivirus software little alternative but to send a "read"
request to Windows files that handle such requests. Legalize marihuana! The terms are now often used
interchangeably. Not all viruses have this stage. Viruses are unique from other forms of malware in that they
are self-replicating â€” capable of copying themselves across files or other computers without a user's consent.
Stoned: the initial variety displayed on-screen messages in favor of the legalization of marihuana. A
well-written polymorphic virus therefore has no parts which remain identical between infections, making it
very difficult to detect directly using "signatures". Macro Virus Some viruses are written in macro language,
with the intention of embedding them within software that allows macro mini-programs such as Microsoft
Word. Spam, Spam, Spam Spammers have also begun using botnets to forward unsolicited bulk email
advertising , or spam, through scores of zombie PCs. Software download viruses Fake antivirus infections are
one of the most common types of virus-loaded software downloads.


